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Introduction
The steadily increasing demand for the building of dams
necessitated by the recent revival of water power development,
reclamation projects .flood control, and innumerable city water
supply reservoirs .together with the alarming number of disasterous
failures has led to a revival of the discussion of the theory and
practice in the design of dams, considerable discussion and
investigation on the stresses in. and the design of , concrete dams
has been made; but the theory of design has changed but little
since De Sazilly. Probably the most important improvement in the
design has been the consideration of upward hydrostatic pressure.
Another force which has attracted considerable attention is ice
pressure. In many dams, especially those in the colder clirates,
provisions have been made for the resistance of this force.
Although the theory which ha s been generally accepted among
engineers for the last half century has in the main led to
successful designs .many of the failures which have occurred have
been so disasterous that public opinion as well as engineering
reputation requires that the dams which are built in the future
be constructed to afford a greater degree of safety and with
greater care in guarding against the neglect of well known
principles, than in the past. NeittP@r public opinion nor engineer-
ing reputation can long withstand such disasterous failures as
those of the two Austin dams. Pennsylvania has already placed dams
under state supervision. Again, during a single flood in the
Southern states four relatively important masonry dams failed.
The excuse given in epch case was unprecedented floods. The fact
is there was not a large enough factor of safety in the design.
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From an analysis of the failures of dams it may be said that pract-
ically all failures have been due to the neglect of some well known
principle. Possibly an exception of this is failure, from upward
hydrostatic pressure, as the extent of this force was not fully
realized until the last few years.
The object of this thesis is to determine, as far as possible,
from an analysis of the failures of dams which we have on record,
wherein the structures have been faulty and where they have departet
from the correct design. Before commencing the analysis of failures
it was necessary to collect and present in a concise manner the
modern theory and practice in the design of the various types of
dams. A considerable research was made in literature on the
mathematical analysis of stresses in gravity dams, both straight
and curved, to see if anything of value had been developed. The
results of this work are given in the discussion of the stresses in
the various types of dams. The equation for the "total shear on a
vertical section" is developed after Atcherly and Pearson as given
in Engineering , March 31,1905. The equation for the "intensity of
shear on a vertical section" is derived from this equation by a
method which was suggested by Professor 'Unwin' s work in Engineering
April 21,1905. The equation for "intensity of shear on a horizontal
section" is derived from the first equation in a manner similar to
that used by Professor Unwin in the paper mentioned above.
Some experiments have been made on medel dams at different
times which seem to verify these equations. However the stresses
as computed by these equations would make no radical change in the
present method of design.
Only a limited amount of literature has been published on the
desicn of arch dams. Practice differs radically in their construct-

lon. Many of the bolder desirns, while they have proved successful,
have met with considerable skept icism. Others which lare more conser-
vative in design are hardly inpre economical than straight gravity
dams would have been.
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Ihe development of the theory of design of gravity dams.
The oldest existing masonry dams are those of Southern Spain
which form the large irrigation reservoirs. The great dimensions and
massiveness of these dams shows that the designers had np~correct
conception of the forces to be resisted. In fact, the mass of mater-
ial in some of these dams is so great that undue stresses are produc-
ed in the foundations and their very massiveness becomes a source
of weakness rather than of strength.
During the first part of the ninteenth century many dams were
built with the batter down-stream so that they would have been
stronger if they had been reversed.
The first rational theory of the stresses in masonry dams was
advanced by the French engineers and has been proved to be fairly
accurate by the satisfactory results in the dams constructed after it
Lie Sazilly published the first satisfactory literature on the
stresses in masonry dams in his memoir which appeared in the "Annaies
des Ponts et Chaussees" for 1852. According to this writer the
stability of masonry dams is dependent upon:
(1) the pressure sustained by the masonry or the foundation,
(2) the possibility of any part of the masonry sliding on that below,
or of the whole moving on its foundation. He further states that no
dam has been known to fail by sliding and therefore recommends that
the dam be wholly designed by the first condition
,
leaving it to
trial to see that the second is fullfilled. He also points out that
the d pm must be investigated with the reserteoir both full and empty.
Delocre, who in 1858 investigated the stresses in dams
,
advocated using polygonal faces with few changes in slope -while De-
SaziHy bad favored stepped faces. Delocre also investigated the
adiitional strength added by curved plan. A memoir giving the details
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was published in the "Annales des Ponts et Ohasses" for 1866.
In Enpla'.d t <• first notable ^ork war; that of Rankine. He
made a mathematical Investigation of the best profile for a masonry
dam and recommended tr.at trie profile be determined by the princip-
les laid down by the French engineers, A report of hip; work appear-
ed in the "Uiscelieaneous Scientific Papers", 1881. However he
improved upon the French methods and advanced trie theory that no
tension should be allowed to exist in the masonry, and that the
line of pressure should lie in the middle third.
Le Blanc in 1856 demonstrated that an inclined force, R , on
a joint did not produce a compression due to its normal component,
R cos a, but that the -orce to be considered as producing compress-
ion is R/ cos a. where a is the anrle of inclination of R.
In 1904 Atcherly, assisted by Professor Pearson, carried on
an invest ipaticn on trie stresses in masonry dams, the results of
which were published in the "Draper Company's Research Memoir".
Their conclusions were:
(1) The current idea that the critical sections of a dam are
the horizontal sections is entirely erroneous. A dam collapses
first by tension in the vertical sections at the toe.
(2) The shearing of the vertical sections over each other
follows immediately on the opening up by tension. I
(3} It is possible that the shear on the horizontal sections
is far more important than it is usually supposed.
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Historieal Sketch of Construct ion Methods-
The first ma.-onry 'ams were constructed of cut-stone masonry
lail in lirne mortar. Until the invention of cement this was about the
only available method of construction for the lime mortar requires
small joints if it sets to any great decree of hardness. Cement was
first made on a large ^cale in New York about 1820, and was then used
to lay cut-stone masonry in water. Since that time practice has
eradually developed the use of concrete. This *irst step was the use
of rubble masonry with cut-stone faces. This was followed by mass
concrete in which large plums were* set. At the present time the most
economical construction seems to be mass concrete made of large
aggregate. This form of construction, which allows the continuous
pouring of concrete from large capacity mixers, requires no great
care to obtain a pood bond between the different materials, as was
the case when the large stones were used, and can bo performed by
unskilled labor, while while the former practice renuires a large
amount of highly skilled labor. Concrete thus made is an ideal
material for dams as it forms a homog-neous structure, free from
joints and planes of weakness. Although the amount of cement required
is larger than in the previous methods, its cost is more than offset
by the cost of the skilled labor in the rubble or cut-stone masonry.
Concrete is especially good on dams where rapidity of construction
is neceessary to complete the work during the dry season.
Recently many forms of reinforced and arched dams have been
developed which are most readily constructed of concrete, as it can
be cast in nearly any form and can be reinforced to carry tension.
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Types of Conorete Dans .
Concrete dans may be divided intc three general classes from
the way in which the stability of the structure is derived:
1. Gravity dans, which derive their stability from the
weirht of the structure,
?. Arch dans, which carry the w^ter pressure by arch action
to the abutments,
5* Reinforced dans, which derive their ratability against
overturning from the weirht of the water on the structure.
These peneral classes are divided into the following types:
Gravity Section 1. Straight plan
2. Curved plan
Arch Dans 3. Constant radius arch,
4. Constant anrle arch,
5. Warped arch,
6. Multiple arch,
Reinforce 1 Dans 7. Cantilever wall,
P. Buttressed wall,
9. Cellular,
10. Hollow section.
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GRAVITY DAMS
.

Nomenclature^ Gravity Dams.
b = the width of any section of the dam at a distance h below crest.
B = the tot^l upward pressure on the base from the foundation.
B l
z
upward pressure on the base of *.he dam for the length, b-x ; Pig. 2-
e = distance f^om the center of the base to the lino of action of B.
L
F
v
-^ summation of vertical forces.
h
x
= height of section of dam at distance x from face.
I = moment of inertia of horizontal section of d^n-
m=ratio of b to h.
U = bending moment due to eccentricity of B.
P = total pressure on the face of the dar..
S - normal stress at any point in the horizontal section of the dam.
S„= stress at the toe of the dam as in Fig. 2-
S ^stress doe to B evenly distributed over the base.
Sg=stress due to the eccentricity of B.
S = stress at any point distance x from the face of the
x
w - unit weight of water.
wi=unit weight of masonry.
I? = weight of section of dam.
W^weight of section of dam to left of line H— K, Fig. 2.
v^ intensity of shear on horizontal section at depth h below crest.
vv= intensity of shear on vertical section.
V
1
=total shear or. vertical section dist-anco x from face of the 6b m
v^ptotal shear on vertical section to depth h below crest.
Tjj-i-total shear on vertical section to depth h+1 below crest,
x = distance along the horizontal.
y = distance along vertical.
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Gravity Dans. - Strairht Plan.
The strairht plan gravity dam derives its stability ^rom the
weight or inertia of its section. It is simply a block of masonry
of such dimensions that it will not be displaced by the water
pressure.
In the mathematical analysis of tne stresses in such a dam the
following assumptions are made:
1. The dam is a homogeneous mass,
2. The dam acts as a vertical cantilever beam.
3. All the forces on the dam act in a plane perpendicular to
the dam.
With the above assumptions there are conditions necessary for
the stability of a dpm:
1. There must be no tensile stress at any point in the dam.
2. The safe compressive stress must hot be exceeded at any poin :
in the dam at anv st?re of water.
3. The shear at any point must not exceed an allowable stress.
The first condition -"0"ld ^eouire that no section would over-
turn about the toe of any horizontal section.
The maximum compressive stress must be invest ifat ed at both
hiph and low water as it often happens, especially in tne larger
dams, that it is larpe when the reservoir is empty.
The investigation for shear should include the resistance to
sliding on the foundation. This is frequently a point of weakness,
but the construction should be such that a plane will not be
formed at the foundation.

Case 5
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Stresscs in Gravity Darns .
Considering a section of the dan one foot
in length and assuming that it acts as an
undeformable "block, the stress at any point
will be the sum of the stress due to the weight
of the masonry and the stress due to the
mor.ent produced by the thrust of the water
pressure on the face of the dam.
Figure 1 shows the six possible distribut-
ions of stress over any horizontal section,
assuming that the stress varies uniformly over
the section. In case 1 the reservoir is empty
and the stress is due to the weight of the
masonry alone. The other five cases show the
distribution for different heights of water.
In case 2 the resultant of the water pressure
and the weight of the masonry cuts the base
of the section a distance "e" upstream from the
center of the base; in case 3 it cuts exactly
at the center; in cases 4,5 and 6 it cuts at a
distance *e" downstream from the center. In the
case 6 ,the distance is so great that tension
is produced at the toe of the section.
Prom a study of these distributions it may
be seen that the stress at any point on the
horizontal section will be equal 1fco> the sum of
that which is produced if the upward pressure*
B, were evenly distributed and the stress due
to the moment of B about the center of the base.
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So= Jfir_ Bey
* I I
Bey 12
SzS^ B fl= B^Beyl2 (!)1_ 2 b - b5
For maximum values of S . y will be b/2.
then
For e less than b/6, compression will exist over the entire
base, as in oases 2.3, and 4. Fip. 1.
For e equal to b/6. the stress will be zero at one end, as in
cases 1 and 5, Pig. 1.
For e greater than b/6. tension wilJ exist over part of the
base, as in case 6, Fir- 1«
As it is not permissible that tension should exist according-
to the first condition requisite for stability, a stress distribution
such as case 6 must not be allowed to occur, or the resultant of
the water pressure on the face of the dam and the weight of the
structure must cut the base of the section at a point not farther
from the center of the section tnan b/6, or the « resultant must
fall within the middle third."
Width of Base of any Horizontal Section in Terms of Height.
B = W; for 2Fr = V/ -B;o
°b
and for a triangular section , x = ~
;
and W s bhw, /2 ; P - wh2/2
;
Takinp moments about the toe, 0;
bhw, 2b - bhw. b _ b2 hw, > wh
3
6 ~ 6 " (
r
6
b--h\/~ (2) Fry 2o

Width of Base of Any norizontal Section When Pull Hydrostatic
Pressure Exists over t^e Entire Base. This section must be d^sipncd
so that the downward pressure at the toe will be e^ual to the hydro-
static pressure at that point.
w sm ; p,|t, b = (whv-s )|
wn_ ^ g-^
2bw r bw, - 3we
e - — — —
6 3w,
S _ hw,b , 6w,bh _ 6w,bhw
* = 2b 2b 6 2b3w
/
frg. 26, =. hw, -hw
Takinr moments about R:
Ph,lb_B
r
b, P N
3
T
5 ~ 2 r '
'
wh*, TCb^h _ xA£L/2h - ?D2L) - gfojta wb2h
6 ^ f " 2(3 3w,j 3 6
wh^-*- *b2 - 2wb*V wb2 =
b = h
W, - W

Total Fhear on a Vertical Ruction.
( After Ate^erly and Pearson, Engineering, March 31 ,1905. )
This dam has been designed so that
the resultant will cut the ed.^e of the
middle thi""d when the reservoir is full.
Then the stress distribution will be tri-
tngular on the base.
Let b = mh
,
Then hx = -x)A mh
W, = h x (mh -x)£ (mh -x f ii.2 2m
nx
d - nn ~x i r +c ) rah -x , . Wx \
« 2 m
T, = B, -W, ( w1h^|^) ==w^_( mh -x)2
*(mh -x)|- ( h+I "h + ,5 ) = (mh -x) w, xm
rwhx - which is a parabola,
m
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Intensity of shear on vertical aeotlon .
Prom equation 4, \-- vt,hx - w,x2/m
Now if h+1 in aubstituted for h in the above equation, the
shear on a vertical section of h+1 heirht will result.
Vn^^-
'Y,hx+ w,x - w,x2/ra
And if vy is the shear on a vertical ssection one unit high at a
depth h belo* the orest
,
vB—Vh+ Vh+1 = + w, x; (5)
This equation is independent of h. Therefore the she? r on a
vertical section is constant from the base to the top of the dam.
Intensity of shear ojri a horizontal section .
It is proven in mechanics that the horizontal shear at any
point is equal to tne vertical shear at that point. Therefore the
intensity of shear on a horizontal section at any point is equal to
v-
n
^w x (6)
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Ixperimentg on model -lama .
J. S. Wilson and W.Gore, Inst, of civil Engineers, Vol. 172 pagel2l.
liessers Wilson and Gore made a series of tests on india-rubber
model dame, and measured the deformations in the dam sections by
the defoliation of ellipses Irawn on the surface. Each ellipse
represents the stress at the point where its axes intersect .The semi-
axes, in length and direction, represent the principle stresses.
The maximun shearing stress is equal to half the difference in the
semi-axes. : The diagrams on pare 16 show the variation of the
different stresse-s as thus determined.
J .V/. Ottley and A . W . Brightmore . Inst, of Civil Engineers,
Volume 172 pa^e 83.
These experiments were made on 3l^y models, 30 inches feign, 26
inches wide and 12 inches long. They were moulded in frHmes with
glass sides. Vertical and horizontal scratches were made on both the
glass aril the clay and the deformations under load determined from
the d< fference in position of the tro ^et'f? of scratches. The wat«r
pressure was applied to the face of the dam by water in a thin
rectangular india-rubber bag made to fit the frame.
The graphs on i? r e 16 show the results obtained. These curves
are remarkably similar to those obtained by plotting the resuts of
the equations develpped- for the different stresses.
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Shearing stresses or?horror, fo/
p/or?es £~ncfs of foundation supported.
Verf/co/ pressure on hor/zonto/piones,
rr? experiments by W//son or>cf Gore.
1°
on v****
1
rfic
p S
M Average jnferiSitg of shear on bose
From paper of Offley ancf Bnghfmore.
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P~ act Lea l profile in gravity jjfflg .
The practical profile in masonry is one which will contain
the lea. t volume and at the same tine be sufficiently strong to
resist all the forces which may come upon the actual dam.
These forces are
(1) The water pressure, upon the face of the dfeffi,
(2) the impact from float inn bodies .waves and the pressure
from ice on the surface of the reservoir.
(3) the upward hydrostatic pressure of water percolating in
the foundation or in the masonry of the dam.
In the theoretical dam only the first force was considered,
and it w^s found that to resist this force it was necessary that
(a) the line of pressure fall within the middle third,
(b) the pressure at any point must not exceed a certain safe
stress when computed by the formulae.
b b
(c) the sh:-ar at any section must not exceed a certain safe
stress as computed by vh = w 1x.
Floating bodies and ice pressure .
The force -^hich may be exerted by expanding ice or an ice field
under a hich wind is equal to the crushing strength of the ice. The
possible magnitude of this force will depend largely upon the
altitude and latitude of th<^. location of the dam.
The crushing strength of ice as given by different authorities
varies from 100 to 1000 pounds per square inch depending upon the
condition of the ice. ' Trautwine states that the thrust which may
be exerted by a field of ice on a reservoir is probably not less
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than 30,000 pounds per square foot. However few failures have been
recorded an beinr caused by ice pressure and it is seldom considered
except to make the top width of the dam large enough to resist the
shearing effect of the thrust
.
The thrust which may result from floating bodies striking the
dam may be larger in intensity than the ice thrust , nut will not be
as large in extent, so that if provision for ice thrust is made,
other forces of this character may disregarded.
.
The general practice in providing against these forces is to
make the top width of the dam a certain width which is stronr enough
to resist the shearing effect of whatever ice thrust that may occur
and no account is taken of the overturning, effect, except in the
higher latitudes.
It is also necessary for the top of the dam to extend above the
hiffh water level so that the waves will not wash over the crest.
This is chosen arbitrarily . depending somewhat upon the extent of the
reservoir.
Another force of this ehascter *"hich must be considered on dams
located in positions ^here high winds occur, is the wind pressure
upon the down- stream face of the dam when the reservoir is empty.

Hydrost at ic pressure upon horizontal soot lon^. .
The maxinun force which may result from the hydrostatic- pressure
of water p-^rcQlating into the concrete at the face of the dam is full
hydrostatic pressure over the entire base of the section. It is
necessary that the downward pressure from the weight of the masonry
above be equal to this pressure or the concrete will be placed in
tension and be ruptured. Also if the downward pressure is not great
enough to equalize this uplift, an enormous overturning moment will
result which is likely to be large enough to overthrow the dam.
Several recent dams have been designed with provisions for
resisting uplift. The most conservative provision thus far h.afi been
to assume full upward hydrostatic pressure over the entire base of
the horizontal sections. Another condition ivhich is sometimes assumed!
is that the magnitude of the uplift is equal to the full hydrostatic
pressure at the face of the dam and diminishes to zero at the toe.
In either case it is necessary that the downward pressure from the
masonry be equal to the full hydrostatic pressure at the face.
Whatever may be the actual pressure from the uplifting effect of
water in the masonry, it is very desirable that some provision be
made for the force- Th© present knov/iedge of the action of water
in masonry indicates that it is only safe to assume that the uplift
at the face of the dam is equal to full hydrostatic pressure and that
the downward pressure fror. the masonry should be equal to this
amount
.
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OVfFffALL £/9b
NEW CROTO/V DAH
STRAIGHT GRAVITY TYPE.
forth
7T77T7,
Surface.
Sco/e- / "--30-0"
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f 0.0
NEW CROTON DAW
Sect/on as constructed.
TheoreiicaJ section
Theoretical Sect/Or? With
fu/i hydrostatic pressure
over base.
Edge ofmiddle third.
L/ne ofpressure
l/h/f/ng position of f/ne of
pressure w/fh fult upward
hydrostatic pressure.
S-Z8.0

Scale- l"-3o-o"

£6/0
w.l.
£5Z62
fsoo
^^^^^
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A SHOKAN DAM
Section as construefed.
Theoref/ca/ section.
\; j\\ \ Theoretica/ section with full hqdro-
vO\\ \ static pressure over base.
ilv|A £ckje of m/cfef/e fhird.
l(
\ \\\\\ line of pressure.
\ ' vV» \\
\\ \\\ \\ limiting position for line of
\\ \\\\ \\ pressure with tail upward
\\ \\\\
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Examples of Straight Gravity Damn.
Probably the mo-t thoroughly investigated and best designed dam
of thin tyi e is the New Croton. This dam was designed by Edward
Wegmann and is given a complete description in his book, "The
Design and Construction of Masonry Dams."
This dam, the maximum section of which is shown on sheet 20, has
a top width of 18 feet, a super-elevation of 14 feet, a height of
238 feet above foundations and a base width of 185 feet.
On sheet 21 is shown-: (1) the actual section, (2) the theoret-
ical section, ( ) the theoretical section required if full hydrostatic
pressure exists over the entire base of every section, (4) the edges
of the middle third, (5) the lines of resultant pressure for the
reservoir both full and empty, (6) the limiting position of the line
of pressure if full hydrostatic pressure exists over the entire base.
The position of these lines was determined using the weight of
the masonry as 140 pounds per cubic foot and the weight of water as
62.5 pounds per cubic foot.
The theoretical profile falls well within the actual, but the
profile for uplift is not so well included.
The Ashokan is a later and also well designed straight gravity
dam. This dam, as shown on sheet 22 f has a top width of 16.5 feet,
a super-elevation of 20 feet, a height of 220 feet, and a base width
of 190 feet. The diagrams for this dam are shown on sheet 23. The
same unit weights as in the previous dam were used.
The two designs are relatively the same in their relation to
the theoretical, except that the Ashokan is somewhat more conservativ
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Curved Gravity Paras .
Curved gravity dams resist water pressure by a combination of
vertical p^ntiieve^ an I arc- action. Many dams of this type have
been designed to be stable as vertical 'cantilevers ard then built on
a curved plan to add to their stability. This is decidedly uneconom-
ical because the increase in volume of the dam caused by the incre-
ase in length is greater in proportion than the increase in stability
However* in some case it is advisable t or even necessary, to use
a curved plan, as was the case with the Lake Cheesman dam. In this
dam the foundation materials ^ere such that a curved plan had to be
used tc secure foundations which were at all satisfactory. An
extensive Investigation as to the relative proportion of the load
carried by the vertical cantilever ani the arch was carried out
during the design of tnis^structure . A complete report of this
investigation is given in the Transactions of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. Volume 53 , page 90.
The Qhief difficulty encountered in determining the strength
of a uurved gravity dam is to determine the relative proportion
of the total water pressure carried by each action. In the
investigation above mentioned formulae rere developed which proved
satisfactory, but the amount of computations required is enormous.
A morft convenient formula and method is suggested by Mr. R.Shirreff s
in his discussion of tne preceding paper.
These formulae are too lengthy tc repeat here and will only
be refered to.
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THE ARROWROCK DAM-CURVED GRAVITY TYPE.
A typical example of the curved gravity type is the arrowrocK
lam built by trie United States Reclamation Service on the Boise
project in Idaho. When the reservoir is full, this dam would be
on the verge of distinction as a straight gravity dam. With the
water line below the hifh mark, the dam is perfectly safe as a
strai.rht prav ity structure.
The strength of the structure as a pure arch, in the lower
sections, is more than sufficient tc carry the water pressure.
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Scales /= 50-
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ARROWROCK DAH
A/nes of pressure
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Arch Dams . .
Arched lai&a cirry the horiront^l thrust of the water by arch
action to the abutments at the ends of the *reh. These abutments
are usually the canyon walla in dams consist inr of a single arch
and are artificial piers in multiple arch damn.
Theoretically the *>roh acts as a ring. The water pressure is
prependicular to the face of the dam at all points and will always
be radial so that the resulting stress in the arch will be axial
compression. Such a stress is Especially favorable for the use of
concrete and a much higher working stress may be used in design than
if there were likelihood of tensile stresses occurinp.
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The The ore t loal Arch Dam .
Assuming that, the iam offers no resistance as vertical canti-
levers, and that each arch lamina supports the water pressure
against itself independent of the othe^ lamina, the axial compress-
ive stress in a lamina of unit depth will be
T = w h Rm (7)
Where T = the axial compression in tie lamina,
w s weight of waterier cubic foot.
h = depth of the lamina below the surface of the water.
K^- the mean radius of curvature of the lamina.
Then if"s" is the allowable compressive stress in the concrete
and "b" is the thickness of the arch lamina at a depth "h".
b - w h Rm (P)
s
In the above formulae, "b" varies as "h", and the resulting
m
dam will be a symmetrical triangle in vertical section.
The Economic Radius .
From equation (8). the bottom width of a dam of H height will
be
B z 5 H R™ (9 )
s
Then the area of a verticil section will be
Ar B_H . w H
2
Rn
2 " 28
And the volume. where w L" is the mean length of the center line
of the dam and Q is half the subtended angle,
v _ A L (g H
2 RTn)(Rn 20)
2s
Now if "0" is the mean width of the canyon.
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R-p £
2 sin Q
„ . wH2 C g3 K 5V _ « - —
4s sin^ sin 9
Q
If a curve is plottei between values of and — n
sin"
n
the value of 3 when .and therefore the volume, is a
sin2 4
mininur -"ill be foun i to be 66 degrees 47 minutes.
Then the equation for the me«n radius for least volume
Rtt* T r .548 C (9)2 sin Q
In this formula c is the width of the canyon at depth h
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The Practical Profile in Arch Dams .
The practical profile of arched concrete dams will be required
to resist the following forces-,
1. The hydrostatic pressure on the face of the structure,
2. Impact from floating bodies, and the thrust from ice,
3. The weight of the Btruoture.
The thickness of the arch necessary to resist the hydrostatic
pressure will be determined from the formula.
s
The toi, thickness and the super-elevation will be about the
same as required by a gravity dam. While these dimensions are not
usually made as large as in the former structure, they are deter-
mined by the same factors- The arch has somewhat the advent age over
the gravity dam in resisting these stresses in that they do not
affect the design of the structure below the crest to any great
extent
.
The dimensions required to support the weierht of the structure
may control the design of tne lower sections in some special cases.
This would only be the ease with dams of very short radii where the
thickness necessary to support the axial compression is small.
This stress is much more important in arch dams than in gravity
dams because the wiflth of the base is small with respect to the
height
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Arch (Isms are de^i^ned in t?o general forms, with a straight
vertical axis, and with a curved vertical axis.
These two form* are subdivided into t*e following types.
I Straight vertical axis,
1. constant- anple arch dam.
2. Constant- radius arch dam.
As proposed by Lars Jorgensen,
II Curved vertical axir;.
1- Warped arch
As desired bv Mr. williams for the
Six-mile Creek dam at Ithica. M.Y.
Pr .nciples of* design .
The first arch dams were designed with constant or nearly
constant radii, similar to the theoretical dam. The chief object -
ion to this type la that the base is attached to the foundation
so that no arch action can exist at this point and all the water
thrust must be carried by vertical cantilever action.
The two latter types, the constant-Radius and the constant
-
anprle arches, were developed in an attempt to remedy this defect.
With the constant- an^le dam in a V-shaped canyon the radius will
shorter as the- bottom is approached, thus riving the arch a
sharper curvature than the constant-radius dam. The shorter radius
will decrease the stress to be carried and also the deflection
necessary to carry the load, so that more arch action can take
place, in the warped arch the iower portion is made spherical so
that the water thrust can be carried wholly by arch action. This
dam resulted in a Treat savinp of material but was rather radical.
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The Constant-Radius Arch Dam.
Design.
1. Determine the mean width of the canyon. C. and the radius,
Rm , from the formula
Rn=.54f C.
Determine the width of arch required at different elevations
by the formula
b - .54F W h C
1
s
where C Is the width of the canyon at the depth h belOw the crest.
Assume a top width between 3 and 12 -'eet, depending upon the
probably magnitude of ice thrust and wave impact , ard a supre-elava-
tion depending upon the probably size of wpves.
4. Investigate t ^e stresses in the base of the structure for
the reservoir both full and empty.
If "C is greater than 150 feet the d nm will have considerable
stability as a gravity dam and should be designed as a curved
gravity structure.

THE SHOSHONE DAM- CONSTANT-RADIUS TYPE.
The Shoshone lam is one of the best ex^mpl^s of modern
practice in const ant-radiu* arch dam desirn. The upstream face is
battered .25 feet per foot, and the downstream faoe is battered
.15 fe t per foot, to the elevation of the stream bed. Below this
point both faces are ^vertical. - The radius of curvature of
the center line is 150 feet.
Although t'^e structure has considerable stability as a
gravity dan, its strength as an arch is more than sufficient to
carry the entire water pressure.
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The Constant- Anr!* Arch Dam .
In the theoretical determination of the economic raiius for
arched inmn it was proved that the least volume for a dam in a
canyon of vridth C occurs "'hen Q - 66 decrees, 47 minutes. Mr. Lars
Jorcensen proposed to build the dam to have a constant an.?rle from
top to bottom and to vary the radius ^ith the width of the canyon,
thus obtaining th greatest economy possible.
The method of design is similar to that of the constant radius
arch dan except that the radius la varied for the succeeding lamina,
each lamina beinr made from 20 to 30 feet In thickness. There is
one objection to having the value of 2Q exactly constant; the top
will overhang the basf3 . This is remedied by varying Q between 65
degress at the top to about 7 decrees at the base, which will make
but a slight increase in volume.
No dams of this type have been constructed, but Mr. Jorgensen
fives a design of such a structure in his article on "The Constant-
Angle bam," which appeared In the Transactions of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, Volume 78,page 685.
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The Warped Arch Ban
.
This ty: r of dan was developed for the "Six-Mile Creek Dam"
near Ithica.N.Y. .where a dan of this type with a slirht modific-
ation fas oonstruoted. This dam is fully described by its designer.,
Mr. 0.S .V'iliiams , in the Transactions of the American Society of
Civil Engineers. Volume f*,pape 1P2.
"One of tne chief criticisms directed against arch dams has
been that, by reason of the rigidity of the base, the arch actton
could not be developed in their lower part, and-r to overcome
this object ion, and to overcome as far as possible stresses of
opposite sign nctinp at rirht angles to each other, a condition
which certainly weakens the materials ultimate capacity to resist
either one. recourse was had to a desipn similar to that intro-
duced in an epp-shaped boiler. and the base was made the shape of
a torus or ring.*
The crest was sloped at an anple of 45 decrees to allow
ice to slide over it and also to discharge water away from the
foundation of the base.
Computat ion cf stresses.
For tne preliminary eomputat ions , the formula T = pR,
was used. VHiere the faoes are inclined as in this lam a more
exact formula is T = pH sec. i. The follo^in^ formulae were used
in the ^inal computation of stresses.
T
--(id
H = ( Pw - (Pn+Pn-l) sin -)sec i* & 3 tan i
= 2T sin jL
2
(12)
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In making the investigation of the stresses the dam was divid-
ed into 31 sections and the values of H" and "s" were computed
for both full reservoir and a 10-foot flood.
Nomenclature.
P = water pressure acting normal to the face of the block,
w
Pn - component of the total pressiire normal to the base.
pn-l = normal component to the top of the block.
A ' r weight of the block.
T r horizontal thrust in the arch ring.
8 = the angle between the top and bottom face* of the block.
f - the anple between the sides of the block.
1 = the anp:le between the normal to the upstream face and the
horizon.
2 = the total force carried by the horizontal arch.
Pv - the area of the vertical face.
Pt> r the area of the normal face.
t = the unit pressure on the horizontal arch at the center of the
area.
s = the unit pressure on the vertical arch at the center of the
base of the area.
R =. the horizontal ra lius of the upstream face.
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iflULTI PLK ARCH DAMS
.
In an arch dam the thrust, ^ spR, varies directly with R, and
becomes very large when the radius is long. This makes a thick
arch rlnr necessary to carry the load. In the multiple arch dan the
thickness of arch ring required is decreased by shortening the
span and therefore the radius. This is accomplished by placinr
artificial buttresses at intervals across the valley and then span-
ning the openinrs by a series of arches. The resulting dam is very
economical of material but expensive of construction per unit
of volume.
The Design.
The arched face is usually inclined so that the vertical
comyonent of the water pressure may be utilized to increase the
resistance to sliding. The first step in design is to select a
spacing for the buttresses. The dimensions of the buttress are then
determined. These must be such that the buttress will resist over-
turning, shear, onioning, and sliding, when carrying the water
pressure from one arch span.
The arch proper ib t^hen designed to c^rry the water pressure
between the buttresses. It is customary to make the top portion: of
the arch vertical.
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NEW BEAR VALLEY DAH.
HUL TIPLE ARCH TYPE.
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Xbp Bear Valley Multiple Arch Pam .
The New Bear Valley dam is or.e of the best examples of
Multiple Aroh dan construct ion- It consists of a series of 10
arches, each 32 feet clear span, abutting on 11 butresses. The
total length is 363 feet and the maxiruun heipht 92 fe-t.
The slope of the downstream f*oe up to with 14 feet of the top
is 1 1/2 tc 1 or 56 decrees 52 minutes. The downstream slope of
th~ butress is 2 to 1. The butress is 1.5 feet thick at the top
and increases in thickness frith a batter of .016 feet per foot of
height or 1 to 60. on each side for all heights, ^he *rc of the
extrados is 140 depress 8 minutes, the radius 17 feet and the rise
is 11.22 feet.
The top radius of the intrados is 16 feet, the arc 145 depress
P minutes, and the rise 11.74 feet
The butresses are supported by strut members consisting of
T-beams ai,l a supporting arch, both heavily reinforce I. The
T-be^n is 12 inches thick and 2.5 feet wide with a 12 inch stem
on an arch 12 inches square at the crown and thickening to
15 inches at the sprin^inp line.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE DAMS
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Rcinforced Consrete pants .
Reinforced concrete dam*, although allowing a great saving in
concrete, are only practicable for the lower dams, because of the
large amount or steel required in the higher structures. Dams of
thin type are most economical as e-<rth retaining walls, but have
been used with considerable success, especially the hollow type, fo: 1
dams of low and medium height. The great advantage of this type of
dam is that the tension reinforcement can be placed wherever it is
needed. For this reason the structure may be built with comparat-
ive safety on gravel and other pervious foundations.
Cantileve r and Buttresses Wall Dams .
These types are designed similarly to the earth retaining
walls. The principle of design 1r to support a vertical wall on a
horizontal floor by either a buttress or cantilever reinforcing,
depending upon the type. The ntire structure ranst be stable
against sliding, overturning and excessive stresses on both the
concrete and the foundation. In these types the amount of steel
required 1r enormous for the higher structures.
The Cellular Reinforced Concrete ijam .
Dams of this type are designed as a series of vertical
compartments to be filled with some solid material to provide the
weight .necessary for the stability of the structure The advantager;offf
this type is the small amount of material required; the disadvantag-
es are the hirh unit cost of construction and the liability of
a total failure if a sinrle small crack occurs and allows the
fillinr material to escape.
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HOI/.QW PHI M FORCED CONHRETK DA. MS .
The hollow reinforced concrete dan consists of an inclined
buttressed fall carried on a horizontal floor. The face is inclined
upstream so that tne vertical component of the water pressure will
add to the stability of the structure. This type is the most
practicable of the reinforced concrete dams and has been used
successfully on many larre structures.

FAILURES OF DAMS.
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Th e An nt In Failure .
( Prom paper by Professor McKibben* )r
The AiiHtln Pennsylvania dam is a straight gravity concrete
structure across Preemans Bun a short distance above the town.
At the time of the preliminary failure in 1910 two cracks
appeared and a land slide occurred at the east end of the dam. A
large amount of water passed under the dam and came up thru the
natural groundseveral feet downstream. Later the cracks became
larger and more numerous- The reservoir was then drained. t This
failure was due to the water getting under the foundations, soften-
ing up the strata of clay and shale lying between two layers of
rock and permitting one lay^r to slide foward about IB inches-
After the structure had thus failed, nothing was done to
strengthen it. but the water was allowed to collect behind it. In
fciarch 1910 there was a depth of 36 feet of water in the reservoir-
Later in the mcnth the water rose to within 2 feet of the overflow,
and 2 streams were passing under tr.e dam, appearing about 10 feet
below the toe. Another stream was passing around the end of the dam.
On the mornign of September 30, 1911, water was issuing from
the cracks in the dam . Early in the afternoon the water was flow-
ing over the spillway. At 2:20 P.M. the portion of the structure at
the bottom near the west end burst foward and was immediately
followed by a complete demolition of the structure.
The failure of the dam was due to faulty founds t ion, faulty
design, faulty construction and faulty operation.
The materials upon which the dam was placed consisted of thin
layers of shale and sandstone. In at least one place covering an
area of about 100 square feet this shale is very poor.
# Association of Engineering Soclties, Volume 48, page 2P5.
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Calculations as well an examination of the wrecked 'structure
show that that the design of the base was faulty. It was not stepped
as it should have been bit was practically level. It was not wide
•nough and the proper precausions were not taken to prevent the
percolation of ^vater under the dr.m. The structure shows that in its
deslpn no provisions had been made for upward pressure of water,
in the joints or under the base, hence the thickness of the dam
wis entirely too small. In view of the character of the foundation
this is a serious mistake.
Faulty construction in the dam is shown in many places,
especially near the west end where larpe fairly smooth Joints
passed horizontally thru the structure.
References- En?. News, Volume 68. pare 6 05.
Penn. Water Supply Report ,1912

AUSTIN, TEXAS, DAM
Fa/fed under II feei on crest
Sco/e - /"= /o '-o
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The Aur>t in Texas Dam Failure .
The Austin Texas dam was a limestone rubble masonry straight
gravity structure. The total length of the structure was 1275 feet,
1125 feet of which was spillway.
The failure occurred on April 7,1900. after a heavy rainfall.
The flood overtopped the dam 11 feet. This was 1.27 feet above the
previous flood level. The rupture occurred 300 feet from the east
end and the current pushed two sections of the dan, one at each
side of the pap. and each about 300 feet long, bodily about 61 feet
downstream. These sections were not overturned and were left
parallel to their original postions.
The line of pressure lies entirely within the middle third,
so it seems that the failure occurred by sliding on the base.
The total weight of the structure is 273,000 pounds and the water
pressure on tne face is 112,300 pounds, which gives the tangent of
inclination of the line of pressure at the base as .443. This is
less than the ^oeficient of friction of masonry upon stone .
If full upward hydrostatic pressure is assumed over the 50
feet of the base, the tangent of the line of pressure becomes 1.33,
If an upward pressure varying from full to zero at the toe
is assumed, the tangent becomes .627 which is slightly less than
the coeficient of friction of masonry upon masonry.
There had been considerable leakage thru the dam by seepage,
and the flow from the tallrace had been allowed to cut a channel
along the foot of the dam parallel to . . .
A study of the formation of the • foundation rocks shows that
they are considerably faulted and folded so that crevices are
formed thru which water under high head would easily be forced.
The failure seems to have been due to sliding on the found-
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tion. The dam would have beer, on the verge of sliding if no upward
pressure had existed, so it is probable that this force was a large
factor in the failure.
The dan was of fair if not good construction with the exception
that greater precautions should have been taken to prevent seepage.
However the operation was very poor for the tailrace should never
have been allowe i to undermine the structure or even approach it.
This failure is one of the best examples of failure by upward
hydrostatic pressure.
References-Engineering Record, Volume 63,
Engineering News. Volume 45, page 393.
Engineering News. Volume 44, page 64.
Engineering News, Volume 43.
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The Bougey Dam . France
.
The Bouz^y clem is a strairht gravity masonry structure, 17(30 foe
in length and 72 feet in height above foundations, or 49 feet above
the river bed.
The foundation is of red-sandstone which ia quite fissured and
permeable. Considerable difficulty was experienced during the
construction from springs. A guard wall about 6 feet 6 inches thick i
was bylit at the up-stream face from bedrock to the riverbed, but
the foundation was not carried down to bed-rock.
After completion the water rose to within 33 feet of the crest
and springs appeared below the dam which had a volume of over 2
cubic feet per second. These were partly due to cracks in the cutoff
wall caused by temperature stresses.
When the water had reached a level 10.5 feet below the top of
the dam, a portion of the wall 444 feet long was shoved foward so as
to form a curve. Four additional fissures appeared in the wall a t thj
same time and the flow of tne springs increased to 8 cubic feet per
second. These fissures opened in winter and closed in summer.
Later an abutment was built to prevent the dam from sliding
further and drains placel under the wall. When the water rose to
its highest level , the dam overturned about a plane 53 feet below
the top. The fissure is almost horizontal longitudinally and is
level transversly for about 12 feet and then dips to the face.
At the point where the failure occurred the line of pressure
falls considerably outside the middle third and the dam obiously
failed by tension at the toe and then overturned. This accounts
for the horizontal rupture dipping towards the toe, as this is
the typical tension failure.
Reference-Proo. Inst, of civil Engineers, Volume 125. page 461.
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The Habra Dam .
The Habra dam was one of the largest dams built in Algeria, by
the French Government. The construction wag commenced in 1865 and
was completed in December .1871. After seveal years of successful
operation it failed in December .1881. The failure can hardly be
bedause of under-design and must be attributed to poor construction
The dam was founded entirely on rock, the irregularities of
which were leveled with a bed of concrete. On thin was laid a
block of rub le masonry 8 meters high. Upon this the dam proper
was built. The dam is staight in plan and 1066 feet long.
In March ,1872 , a part of the overflow wall failed under a
freshet, on account of defective foundations-
The dam waa built of a rock composed of calcareous grit .
The sand emi.loyed in the mortar was not entirly satisfactory and
the hydraulic lime was not pood. A red earth was used in part of
the mortar focrf the structure. The permeability of the dam was so
great that when the water rose to the crest the seepage was ef
such a large quantity that the dam looked like a gigantic filter.
In a few months the downstream face of the structure became coated
witn s thin layer of carbonate of lime, deposited by the filtering
waters.
The rupture was 328 feet long and 115 feet deep, roin.r down
to the base. It occurred after a heavy rainfall.
It is probable that the percolating waters gradually disinte-
grated tne lime mortar and when the reservoir suddenly filled the
water entered the joints under pressure and overturned the upper
part of the structure, in the upper section the line of pressure
lies near the edge of the middle third. When the rupture reached
the central portion of the section, where the "red earth" mortar
tok l to i ' ii u . tli* U L 1
1
)
~
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nad been used, the hiphly concentrated load due to the overturning
of the seotion, caused a vertical shear failure which extended to th<
foundation.
The Habra dam failure is a lesson on the nesults of the use of
inferior materials in construct inn. The section of the dam was
designed more than ample if reasonably pood materials had been used.
Referenee-Wepmann; ''Desi.rn and Construction of Masonry Dams!'
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PUKNTSS DAM . QUADATANTKS PJVi^. SPA EN
The Puenten dam is a straight gravity rubble masonry structure,
buijt in 1785-91. It In polygonal in plan, bein^ convex upstream.
The maximum height of tne larn is 164 feet: its length on crest is
925 feet.
The original plan of construction was to found the structure
entirely upon rock, but a large pocKet of earth was encountered
near the center of the valley and it was decided to use a pile
foundation at this point. A timber grillage covered with masonry
7 feet thick and carried on piles was extended 131 feet downstream
tc protect
.
On April 50,1802 ,this grillage was burst by the water pressure
and an opening 56 feet broad and 108 feet hirh was eroded, leaving
the masonry structure intac-t.
This failure shows that the safety of a dam is as much depend-
ent upon the formation of an impervious and water-tight wall as
upon the formation of a structure which will resist the pressure
from the water.
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Failn^e of the Columbus . flenrr Ig . Dan .
In the winter of 1901 an extraordinary flood occurred in the
Southern states during which four masonry dsms failed. One of
these was the Columbus t Georgia idanu This struoturs was a rubble
masonry structure, 39 feet in height to which 3 feet of flash-
boards had b<*en added. During the flood the crest of the masonry
was overtopped IS feet 2 inches. The dPm failed at this flood
height by the top rupturing from the lower sedtion. The break
occurred about 5 f e* t below the crest at the back of the structure
and iiped toRbout 20 feet below the crest at the dom-stream face.
Longitudinally the rupture are nearly horizontal.
The failure occurred simultaneously at two points where the
current was the strongest. Many of the flash-boards were torn off
and those that remained in place were badly twisted. On the
diagram of the dnu section,Ait will be seen that the line of
pressure for this height of flood falls considerably outside the
middle third.
The dam evidently failed by tension in the upstream face. The
te-nsion failure was followed by vertical shear failure under, the
highly concentrated load caused by the over-turning of the upper
portion of the dam.
The ^allure was due primarily from the design not having been
made for so high a flood , but this was aggrevated by the addition
of the flash-boards. It is a case of under- estimated flood flow.
References- Engineering Record. Volume 45, page 30.
Engineering News, volume 47. page 34 and 60.
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Fa i lu "c of The Andersen g . g . . Dggtt .
The Andersen dam wns oririnaliy built 20 feet in heipht and
was later raised tc 42 feet in heipht by an addition to the
original structure, it was one of the Soutnern dams which failed
under the extraordinary flood mentioned above. The flood at thin
structure was 6 feet above 4 feet of flash-boards. The rupture
occurred at the top of the old structure, which withstood the flood
after the upoer part had failed*
Prom the position of the line of pressure in the diagram of
the dan section^it is evident that the dam was not desirned for so
great a flood, if the new portion is considered to act independent
of the old part, the line of pressure will fall considerably nearer
the down-strean face. It seems as if the bond between the old and
new structures whs not suffieiont to resist the percolation of
water into the crack.
This failure seems to illustrate that additons to old struct-
ures should be designed to be stable without the assistance of the
old portion.
References- Enpineerinr Record, Volume 45,pape 50.
Enp ineerin.f News, Volume 47, pages 34,62,70,107,177,
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Hot Springs . 3.D .
This structure is a concrete spillway lam, founded on sandstone .
The central portion failed by sliding when overtopped by a flood of
unexpected magnitude, leaving a section at each end in place and
slidinr the central part in two sections several feet downstream.
The failure seems to have been due to uplift of perc&lating
water under the dam thru the fissured sandstone, and the ruptured
portions seem to have been simply floated from position. This
failure shows clearly the necessity of designing a dam to resist
upward pressure, especially if the foundation rocks are fissured.
Reference- Engineering Rec, Volume 57 t page 795.
Port Angeles . Washington
,
Dam .
The Port Angeles dam is a concrete wedge built in a narrow
canyon on gravel foundation. Its height is 170 feet and length is
40 feet. It was proposed to prevent seepage under the dam by a cut-
off wall. This wall was not made sufficiently impervious to prevent
the percolation of water and the seepage eroded the gravel,
leaving the structure intact above the stream.
This dam is a failure of an experiment which seems quite
feasi3?.ie - The compacted gravel should be firm enough to carry the
weight of the dam and to support the pressure transferred thru the
cut-off wall. The cut-off wall is suppose! to prevent seepage and
the erosion of the gravel.
It is proposed to fill the space below the structure with rock
and form a rock dam. This will be constructed of material which will
not be so easily displaced as the gravel. Eng. Rec, Vol. 66.

r^z
FerggB Falls , Minn . Dam .
This dam was a concrete structure founded on what appeared to
be hardpan. In making the borings for the exploration of the
foundation materials, the stream bed was found to consist of 4 feet*»"
sand and travel, 3 fe°t*'sand and travel mixed, 4 feet of blue clay
and gravel known as hardpan. However this latter material was only
bored to a depth of 3 feet.
During the excavation of the foundation. numerous small springs
were encountered coming up thru crater-like openings and forming
small mounds of &and at their mouths. With one exception these had
disappeared when the excavation had been completed. After the
structure was completed a spring opened up below the power house
which discharged about 1 gallon in 5 minutes.
At the time of the failure the first sign of trouble was an
Increase in the discharge of the tail-race. This was soon running
full and the water commenced spouting thru the drainage opening in
the floor of the power house. The failure must have been caused by
the settling of the foundation in the vicinity of the junction of
the wasteway and the powerhouse.
The concrete in the dam sheared along a horizontal plane which
j
seems to have been the boundary of successive days work. This
occurred in a number of place*. The concrete seems to have been a
dense mixture of goo 3 quality. The designer claims that the city
officals closed a spring which he had instructed to be kept open.
This failure is apparently another victory for disreguarded
upward hydrostatic pressure.
Reference- Engineering News. Volume 62 ,pagt^s 391,393,477,497.
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Minnearolis Mill s Dam .
The first Minneapolis Mills dam was an ashlar masonry structure
535 feet lonr was built in 18G4 and formed a pond for water power
supply. The winters are so severe that ioe forms about 4feet thick
on the surface. In this particular case ice formed from 10 to 12
inches on the water face of the dam -to a depth of about 12 feet beldjp
the crest. During the week the pond was gradually lowered two or
more fe^t, which again filled up on Sundays. The ice at the center
of the pond followed this notion but the edges adhered to the dam
and the retaining wall at the back of the pond.
This dam stood successfully until the spring of 1899. In
February it was noticed that the downstream edge of the coping was
5 inches lower than its normal position. This was found to be due to
the top of the dam being turned about 10 inches downstream, the
dam revolving about the do?mstream toe. Apparently no sliding
occurred. The ice was cut along the top' of the dam and the structure
settle! back to some extent but not to its original position.
Four-inch holes were drilled thru the dam, 25 feet apart, and 4 feet
into the rock foundation. Three-inch iron rods were placed in these
holes and grouted.
On April 3
A
.at 7:30 a.m.. with 2 inches of water passing over
the waste-weir, 170 feet of the dam at the waste-weir slid out.,
in spite of the anchor bolts.
This failure is one of the few which have been caused directly
by ice thrust
.
*
References- Engineering Ne"'s. Volume 41. page 307.
Engineering Record. Volume 46, pare 297.
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Nashvill e Reservoir Walx. Failure .
A portion of the ellipieal ^eservoir at Nashville, Tennessee.
150 feet loner g^-tve way with the reservoir practically full. The wall
is of masonry founied on a hill of _^tri,at' »l limestone ^ith layers
of clay and sh^le interposed. The lip of the strata is 3 degrees
north and 25 decrees west. At the point where the failure occurred
there is a small fold producing a dip of 8 decrees in the opposite
direction, away from the center of the reservoir. There was a 10-
inch layer of clay 4 f^et below the base of the wall at this point.
These layers of clay became moist from seepage. Then the beds of
stone ruptured from water pressure and the wall slid on one of
the clay layers. Pour feet of the rock adheres to the base of the
wall
.
When the water stands at the waterline of the reservoir, the
line of pressure falls outside the mid lie third and it is necessary,
if the structure stands, for the wall to carry considerable tension
in the wall ring: It is probable that the wall first failed by ten-
sion in the elliptical ring, which accounts for the radial breaks in
tha wall, and then slid on the clay layers below the base.
This failure is evidently due to lack of investigat ion of the
foundation materials and di c'recmard of geological conditions.
Reference-Engineering Record. Volume 66. page 57,9.
Portland i-'alne , Pnm .
The Portland; raine 4am is a trapizoidal masonry structure, 17
feet high and of considerable length. It w.^s designed for an over-
topping flood of 2.5 feet and failed by overturning when overtopped
6 feet. This is another case of underestimated flood flow and too
small a factor of safety.
Reference-Engineering Hews, Volume 25, page 279.
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FAI LUR^ 0£ DANVIV.fl . YORK . CAil
•
The Danville, II. Y. .dan in a combined earth and reinforced
concrete Btruoture, 153 feet of "rhich is of concrete ©ndtthe
remainder Gf 368 feet ia earth embankment. The spillway is located
on the earth embankment.
Th - concrete was made of materials found in the creek bed
near the dan site.
The earth embankment failed upon the first filling of the
reservoir. Thin break was repaired and the reservoir apain bepan
to fill in December.
When the reser"Oir wps about half full, those who examined
the structure say. water and sand came up thru some of the pipe
weep holes in the footing and shot 6 to 8 inches into the air. On
the nifht of December 4th the water stood 14 inches on the flash-
boards and on the 5th the structure pave way. The rush of water
carried 36 feet of th°> dam 60 feet downstream. The pravel found-
ation was entirely eroded from the underlying rock. The deck wall
snapped off at a vertical joint made by tne horizontal reinforcing
bars
.
The failure was due to the erosion of tne gravel foundation
by the seepinr waters. This failure is typical of reinforced
concrete dam failures. Nearly every failure has been caused by
seepape and erosion of the pravel foundation-
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LAKE LEHF GH . YT.V.flNT
A
.
DA M
.
The Lake Lehigh dp if. a hollow reinforced concrete structure,
72 feet hlrh and ?20 feet lontf. It is founded on a sandstone or
cor.rlonoratp , with a thin overburden of soil. The buttress footing
and cut-off walls were reported to have been carried down to rock.
There was no apron on the downstream Ride of the spillway.
In 190P a leak ayp'^ared under the dam. Repairs were made but
the loak did not dissappear. In 1911 a le^K of 5 cubic feet per
second flow appeared. The se page finally resulted in the destru-
ction of the structure .
Janesville Wisconsin Lair, .
This dam is a reinforced concrete structure. 9 feet high and
100 feet lonp. The foundation was washed out at the junction of
the dam and rates, without injury to the structure.
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Pittsfield
.
i.;assachuH«»tts .. D°m Fal^igg .
A reinforced concrete dam some 400 feet long and 40 feet high,
located at Pittsfield, Massachusetts , failed by an opening being
eroded under the structure.
The dan is triangular in form, renting on an 18 inch horiz-
ontal floor. The maximun width of the floor 18 50 feet. The upper
cut-off wall is 8 feet wide and 8 feet deep and is situated at the
up-stream edge or the floor. The down-stream cut-off wall is 3 feet
wide and 5 feet deep. In construction the top soil was stripped
off to a depth of about 4 feet and the horizontal floor built
on this surface.
T.e water in the reservoir stood within 10 feet of the top
for a considerable period prior to the rainstorm at the time of
the failure. The reservoir was nearly filled when the water was
seen to issue as a slight percolation thru the natural around below
the dam . The flow increased steadily for nearly two hours before
a clear opening was made. A small quantity of water found its way
thru the weep holes in the floor.
It appears that the wnter found its way thru a layer of
gravel below the impervious layer upon which the cut-off wall
rested
.
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FAI LURE S IJ WHICH THE MINOR DETAIL S ARE MISSING .
DYER DAli. Danielson, conn.
This dam was built in 1880 of atone filled cribs between
massive masonry abutments. In 18T9 the timbers were removed and the
stone covered with concrete. The height of the darn after repa irinr
was 12 feet. In 1901 one of the abutments failed by the foundation
sinking.
Reference- Eng. News* Volume 45, page 2Sl.
KAFFELD DAM . Shippensburg , Pa.
This dam was built of concrete in 1908-11 over a timber flume.
It failed in 1911 by seepage of water along the base of the dam.
Reference- Penn. Water Supply Report . 1912.
HOUSAT0NIC DAM . Burminrham. Conn.
A curved masonry dam built in 18C9, 636 feet long. 40 feet hi£t ,
26 feet wide at the base and 8 feet wide at top, failed in 1891.
While under construction in 18C9, a flood carried away about 160
feet of the structure and scoured a hole 20 feet deep in the river
bed. This cavity was filled with rock and timber crib, with a timber
and concrete apron to protect it from seepage. This section was
undermined by seepage 22 years later.
Reference- Eng. Record. Volume 46«page 292.
x.iAnuouALJS on . Pa. Dam.
A gravity masonry dam 419 feet Ion? and 16 feet high, founded
on clay and sand, failed upon the first filling .by. cracking.
Later the wat^r bubDled up along the downstream face and finally
eroded an opening under the structure, leaving it in position.
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The dam moved about 8 inches downstream arid deflected about 2 inches
The construct Ion urns supposed to have been faulty.
References- Enrr. Record. Volume C4«parre 5P1.
Penn. ?'ater Suprly Report. 1°12-
If fV-'DAH JAU . Wis.
This dam was a gravity concrete structure, founded on sand at
one end. A 3heet piling cut-off wall was supposed to have been
carried down to hardpan, but this w? s evidently not accomplished
as the sand was eroded at this point.
Reference- Eng. Record « Volume 52 .page 5?3.
0SV/EO0DAM . NEW YORK.
This was a gravity dam built in 1R7 on a timber crib foundat*
ion. It failed in 1912 from the timber crib breaking up by under-
mining. The dam was 360 feet lone: and 14 feet ih height.
Reference- Eng. Record ,Volume 65 .page 401
Eng. Record •Volume 67* page 426.
QWASOOLAKE PALI . Auburn. N.Y.
A gravity masonry spillway dam, P57 feet longanl 10 feet high,
built In I86 0, failed in 1912. Heavy water pressure caused by a fl
flood started the rupture at the south end. After this both ends
were undermine i.
Reference. Eng. Record • Volume 65 „page 476
Eng. Record .Volume 67 .page 426.
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ANQEL 1 3 DAM, Calcaras County. California.
This dam in a curved gravity structure, 400 feet long, 52
feet high, and 86 feet wide at the bane. It "'an founded on fissured
rock. On April 10,1895 .a section failed by being undermined. A
hole was eroded in the bedrook at the point where the break occur-
red.
References- Engineering Record. Volume 46, page 292
.
Engineering Record. Volume 23, pa^e 2507.
CHAMBY Lam , Montreal. Canada.
The Chamby dam is a gravity concrete structure, 1600 feet
lonr. 29 feet high, 27 feet wide at the base, and 8 feet wide at
the top. it had been overtopped by 29 feet or more three times
within 20 months of the time of the failure. The failure occurred
on Octooer 17, 1900. wnen 28 feet of water was passing over the
spillway. The dam was built in a trench excavated three feet de ep
in shale
.
Reference:- Engineering Record, volume 43, page 149.
HANN AWA PAL',? . N.Y.
The Potsdam sandstone facing on the downstream face of a
gravity concrete dam caved off to a depth of 7 to 9 feet below
the crest for almost the entire length of the dam. The dam was
built in 1900 and failed on March 1,1914. At the time of trie
failure the reservoir was covered with ice.
Reference :- Engineering News, Volume 72, page 4.
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LIHOOLN POND DAK . Wentport, N.v.
The Lincoln Pond dan is a pravity concrete stmoture. 100 feet
Ion? and 25 feet hirh. It failed under r hea^y flood in the early
part of 1P12. The foundation material is rock. The failure probably
occurred by slidinr on the foundation.
References- Enpii eerinp News, Volume 67 pape 1099.
Enpineerinr Record. Volume 67. pape 426.
LOUISVILLE f ANAL WALL . Louisville. Ky.
A section of the Louisville canal w r-s beinp widened and the
wall of cut-stone masonry built in 1P54 wets used as a coffer-dam.
The heipht of the wall wnp 6 feet above rock and 26 feet abo^e the
canal bottom. Durinp the excavaticn 500 feet of the wall and rock
slid off at a section 6 feet below tne base of the wall.
During the excavation a few leaks had developed, but they
were stepped by bars of manure placed on the water side of the wall
Reference- Engineering News, volume 74 pape 764.
MORRT S ON. VI L I,E £AJ, N.Y.
The Morrisonville dam was constructed by building two masonry
walls and then filling the space between with ^routed rock. It was
45 feet hiph and 152 feet lonp. The failure occurred on January 16,
1912. The first leak appeared at the center of the face. Later as
the water rose a crack appeared and it was found that the crest
had moved down "t re p.m. It is probable that this was done by ice
pressure .
Reference:- Engineering Record. Volume 65 pape 9a .

RIVERS IDS . INDIANOPOLIS ..AM. Indiana.
A gravity dan built In 1899 failed In 1906 by undermininp due
to seepage.
Reference- En?. News . Volume 68-
SHTPPENSBURCt DA V. . PEN 1!
.
An earth fill concrete dam built in 1008-11 failed on January
17,1012. Shortly after completion the dam failed by the erosion of
the gravel and shale foundation by percttlatinp- wat^r. This was
repaired and the dam a.cain failed at the date above mentioned,
by overturning on the gravel foundation due to ice pressure.
References- Ene. Record. Volume 65.page 179
2'
Enp. Record. Volume 67.pape 426
Perm. Water Supply Report. 1012
SHIPPENSBURG DAM.
SHELDON DAM, Conn.
A gravity masonry dam 60 feet long and 50 feet hiph failed
under a flood from an upper dam. The entire crest was carried
away to a depth of 10 feet.
Reference- Eng. Record 'Volume 47.pape 224.

NAMAKA J j/m..
.
Bow River. Alberta. Canada.
The sluice pate section of a gravity concrete dan failed bv
unier-cutting on July 15. 1912. The water found its way thru
cracks caused by ice pressure (taring the winter. Ice 4 feet thick
buckled above the spillway and cracked the footing floor. The
water forced its wny under the footing and broke thru by upward
pressure . This failure is typionl of rates and other regmlntinp
structures located on pervious materials.
References:- Engineering Record, Volume 66. pare 377.
Engineering Record, volume 64. page
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DAM±J f\m TV PV1 I I III ffOKN Tl A T T OH MODE OF FAILURE
AUSTIN. PA. Strairht gravity Striated shale. Sliding! due to upward
water pressure.
AUSTIN, Tex. Straight rravity .Faulted rock. Slidinr due to upward
spillway mater pressure.
BOZEY . FRAN OK Strairht rrav ity .Fissured red- Sliding on base and
sanistone
.
tension in face.
HABRA.ALGERIA Straight gravity .Calcareous rock. Tension in upstream
face ; vert ical and hor-
izontal shear ;poor
construct ion.
PUENTES .SPAIN . Polyronal plan- Piling dm earth Undermined by seepare ,
straipht gravity
COLUMBUS. GA. Strairht gravity Rock Tension in upstream
face under flood.
ANDERSEN . S.C •Strairht gravity Rock Tension in upstream
face at junction with
old dam.
HOT SPRINGS Straight grav ity .Fissured sand- Slidinr to upward
S. DAKOTA
.
spillway. stone
.
water pressure.
PORT ANGELS
.
Wedre in canyon Gravel Gravel eroded.
WASHINGTON
FERGUS FALLS Strairht rravity Blue clay and Settlinr of foundat-
MINN. rravel
.
ion due to seepare.
MINNEAPOLIS strairht rravity Rock Overturned by ^ater
MILLS pressure after beinp
lifted by ice thrust.
NASHVILLE Curved rravity Striated lime- Slidinr of section
RESERVOIR stone with clay on layer of clay.
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PORTLAND,MAINS Straight gravity Probably rock. Overturned by flood.
DANVILLE. N. Y. Reinforced. Con
.
Gravel Erosion of foundation
by seepare.
LAKE LEHIGH. PA . Reinforced con. Sandstone under Seepage under cutoff
layer of soil wall.
JANESVILI.E, WIS • Reinforced con. Probably gravel . Foundat ion eroded
PI TTSFI ELD. MASS. Reinforced con. Clay on gravel Seepage thru gravel
frti 1 r, ,3 q f -i / if\i uuAmci u ± uj i
«
TWTTP PAulrjix, .rA « o LrRirni rravny. rOUIlTr' bXOZl tJTD'lU'a.
grout e i rooK
O V *v> o ^ /V ^ /"V rs if ^ 4- ^ rbbrfll~nii Kra^ltv oeepapr? uriTTi jounci—
at ion
.
EIATTO IVAVT C £>A
rl 'J u o A 1 U N I o , rA • •.'Urvea. prnvixy Rock fill & gravel. Seepage eroded
foundat ion.
Qt'PTi'icrfat O'T'CIV 1 t VO krUKHt KXBV Ivjf . Clay and sand. Seepage eroded found-
ation leaving dam
intact
.
NEOEDAT. Wis. straight gravity. Sand Sand eroded under
cutoff vail
.
Straight gravity. Timber crib on Undermined by seepage
gravel
OSWASCO LAKE
.
Gravity spillway Probably travel lRuptured by flood
N.Y. and undermined.
'• ANGEL , Cal
.
Curved gravity. Fissured rock. Undermined.
CHAMBY. Can. Straight gravity. Shale Overturned by flood.
HANNAV/A FALLS
.
Straight gravity .Rock
.
Facing ruptured by
N.Y. ice pressure.
LINCOLN POND Straight Gravity Rock Probably slidinr.
LOUISVILLE CANAL GRAVITY ROCK Overturning *- sliding.

MORRIS OKVILLI straight gravity
N. Y.
RIVERSIDE. Straight gravity
SHIPPENSB'JRtt. Earth-concrete.
SHELDON, Conn. Straight rra"ily
NAMAKA. Car.. Gravity sluice
rate
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Probably rock Sliding due to ice
pressure
.
Undermined by seepage:
Gravel & shale. Foundation eroded
by seepage.
Crest carried a™'ay by
flood.
o-ravel Seepage eroded
foundat ion.
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SUMhARY OF FAILURES.
Slidinr on base due to upward w ,:>ter pressure.
Austin. Pa.
Austin. Tex.
tiot Springs. S.D.
Tension in upstream face due to upward water pressure.
Rabra
. Algeria.
Portland, ke.
Tension in upstream face due to poor design.
Bousey
Columbus
Anderson
Oswasco
Chamby
Sheldon
Ruptured by ice thrust.
Minneapolis Mills
Hanna^a Falls
iiorrisonville
Sliding on foundation.
Nashville reservoir
Lincoln Pond
Louisville oar.al.
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Undermined by seepage.
Puentes
Port Anfele
Ferru* Falls
Dyer
HRsfeld
Housatonio
Macdonaldson
Necedal
Anfrel
Riverside
Shlppensburr
Kanaka
.

— Afi—
RAwlUTv \J L f fUlUivoi
Due to uplift- Sliding on base 3 Percent
Tension in face g 5 17
Dae to poor desipn- Tension in face 6 20
Due to seepape- Undermined IS 43
Sliding on base 3 16 10
Due to ioe thrust 3 30 10
Reinforced concrete lams -by undermining 4 4
34
P W ft 7*ft fit p7» n*P T?Q i 1 11 T*P Q
Structure Percent
Tension in face due to uplift 2
Tension in face due to poor design 6
Due to ice thrust 5 11 77
Foundation
Sliding on base due t© uplift 3
Slidinr on base due to seepage 3
Undermined by seepage 13 1 DO
30
f
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CONCLUSIONS.
The first step in the design of a lam should be to explore
the proposed site by makinp test-pits and borings, a thorough know-
ledge of the foundation materials is necessary before the type of
structure can be selected or properly designed. Sixty-three percent
of the gravity dam failures are in the foundation.
Little is Known of the value of the coefficient of friction of
different foundation materials, especially in a saturated condition.
A number of failures have occurred by sliding on the base or in the
foundation. However, the base should be so constructed that there
will be no possibility of the structure slidir.fr upon it.
Horizontal ,jni ts a r d planes should be avoided as these often
constitute zones of weakness.
The reological formation of the foundation rocks should be
considered. The Aust in, Texas , dan and the Nashville reservoir wall
failures were the direct results of disregarding ti is feature. In
the Austin dam the folded and faulted foundation rocks permitted the
seepage of water so that an upward pressure was exerted on the base
of the structure. This reduced the normal pressure between the
foundation rocks and the base and cause tne dam to slide. The fold
in the foundation of the Nashville reservoir wall reversed and
increased the lie of the strata so that the slope was away from the
reservoir and the wall readily slid outward wh^.n a layer of clay in
the foundation became m^ist.
The weakest point in dam construction, as indicated by these
failures, is the neglect or lack of success in buildinp a watertight
wall which will prevent seepage under the structure. Fifty-three
percentof the failures of gravity dams have been caused directly by

seepage thru the foundation. All reinforced concrete dam failures
were from undermining by seepage. Also all the failures of curved
gravity lama were foundation failures due to seepage. Many of the
failures from seepage occurred because tne cut-off walls were not
carried depp enough, but in the majority of the failures there was
no attempt at cut-off '.vails as the seepage occurred thru fissured
rock which was supposed to be sufficiently inpervious to retain
the water.
Upward hydrostatic p-essure should be considered as existing
over the entire base of the structure if the foundation is at all
pervious. Even on the best of foundations some allowances should be
made for it. In concrete d' ms it is of little importance in the
upier sections if proper precautions are taken during construction
to avoid planes of separation. Seventeen percent of the failures
of gravity dams were due to uplift from hydrostatic pressure.
Excessive head or pressure on the dam should be guarded against
by making ample waate-ways to pass floods. Failure to do this has
resulted in pressure upon the dams whoih was greater than that forw
which th j y had been designed and was the direct cause of failure in
many instances. It is difficult to estimate the probable magnitude
of the maximum flood. Even after an ertiraate has been made it often
seems no unreasonable that the designer hesitates to provide so
laree a waste-way. A factor which should be considered in the
determination of the size of waste-way is the probability of some
daw failing up the stream and thus aggravating the flood. Many dams
have given way under a relatively small flood when a timber or earth
dam failed immediately above:
Ice thrust is most destructive, on small reservoirs and small
structures. Only ten percent of the gravity dam failures have been
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attributed directly to this cause. Even these dams were not
entirely disrupted by this force. It only commence! the rupture
which allowed the other forces to rain a foothold and complete the
destruction. I^e thrust should be riven mor- consideration in
design than 8 imply making the cre f-t thick enough to resist the
shearing force, except possibly in very mild climates.
SUMMARY
•
These failures show that the following points of weakness
must be guarded against in the design and construction of dams:
1. Rock formation with planes of weakness.
2. Planes of weakness in the structure.
3. Seepage thru permeable or fissured foundations.
4. Uplift from hydrostatic pressure, if the foundation is
not impervious.
5. Inadequate waste-ways*
6. Overturning or rupture by ice thrust.



